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Goals

Today we will review the literature to:

 build a better understanding of cultural responsive teaching.

 build a better understanding of developing learning 
partnerships in the classroom.

 build a better understanding of how information processing 
will increase intellective capacity.

 build a better understanding of what to teach in a culturally 
responsive classroom.
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Making Connections

 Take a KWL chart and one of the different colored pencils on your table.

 Use only one color to write “what you know about culture” and “what I want to know 
about culture” in the first two columns of the chart. 

Making Connections

 “Turn and talk” to your shoulder partner about culture.

 Use a different color to write “what I learned about culture” in the third column of the 
chart or write new questions after talking with your shoulder partner.
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Culturally Responsive Reading Instruction for Students with 
Learning Disabilities

“As student populations are becoming more diverse in ability and ethnicity 
across American classrooms, teachers are faced with instructional 
challenges in meeting their students’ learning needs. Challenges are 
heightened for general and special education teachers who teach 
students with learning disabilities and have a culturally and linguistically 
diverse background.”

Lefki Kourea, PhD

Let me introduce the author

Lefki Kourea, University of North Carolina at Charlotte, Department of Special 
Education and Child Development
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Culturally Responsive Teaching

“I define culturally responsive teaching simply as …

An educator’s ability to recognize students’ cultural displays of learning 
and meaning making and respond positively and constructively with 
teaching moves that use cultural knowledge as a scaffold to connect what 
the student knows to new concepts and content in order to promote 
effective information processing. All the while, the educator 
understands the importance of being in relationship and having a social-
emotional connection to the student in order to create a safe space for 
learning.”

Zaretta Hammond

Let me introduce the author

• Former classroom English teacher

• Eighteen years of previous 
professional development around 
the issues of equity, literacy, and 
culturally responsive teaching

• Lecturer at St. Mary’s College’s 
Kalmanoitz School of Education in 
Moraga, California

• Staff member at the National Equity 
Project and the former Bay Area 
School Reform Collaborative

• Developed national seminars such 
as the 3-day Teaching with a 
Cultural Eye
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Ready for Rigor Framework

• Use strategies 
common to oral 
cultures

• Use classroom 
routines to 
support a culture 
of learning

• Provide 
feedback

• Understand 
culture

• Understand how 
the brain learns

Awareness
Learning 

Partnerships

Information 
Processing

Community 
Building

Understanding Culture

Levels of 
Culture

Surface

Shallow

Deep

Cultural 
Archetypes

Collectivism

Individualism
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Physical Structures Of The Brain

The Watcher

• The RAS scans our 
environment 24/7 for 
threats or rewards

• It reports to the guard 
dog.

The Guard Dog

• The guard dog is trained 
to prepare the body for 
fight, flight, freeze or 
appease when 
threatened.

• The guard dog can act 
on it’s own.

The Wikipedia 
Pages

• This is our storage for 
background knowledge.

• This is the site for 
working memory, where 
information processing 
happens.

Culturally Responsive Brain Rules

 The brain seeks to minimize social threats and maximize opportunities 
to connect with others in community.

 Positive relationships keep our safety-threat detection system in check.

 Culture guides how we process information.
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Culturally Responsive Brain Rules

 Attention drives learning.

 All new information must be coupled with existing funds of knowledge in 
order to be learned.

 The brain physically grows through challenge and stretch, expanding its 
ability to do more complex thinking and learning.

Pause To Process

 Let’s pause here for a minute to process what we have learned about 
the brain’s physical structures so far. First consider these questions:
 What did you learn that squared with your understanding?

 What questions are going around in your head about how the brain structures 
interact?

 What two points stood out for you? Why?
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Quick Talk

 Now, for one minute express your thoughts with your group.
 It is helpful to set a timer so all members of the group have an opportunity to 

share.

Ready for Rigor Framework

• Use strategies 
common to oral 
cultures

• Use classroom 
routines to 
support a culture 
of learning

• Provide 
feedback

• Understand 
culture

• Understand how 
the brain learns

Awareness
Learning 

Partnerships

Information 
Processing

Community 
Building
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The Power of Feedback To Improve Learning

Types of Feedback
Instructive and 

Corrective

“In the third sentence you 
used the wrong 

punctuation and have a 
run-on sentence.”

Advice not Actionable

“Fix your run-on 
sentence.”

Evaluative not 
Instructive

“This is a C paper.”

Making Feedback Culturally Responsive

“One of the challenges the teacher has to confront in the learning 
partnership is how to give feedback so that it doesn’t shut the student 
down emotionally or create anxiety.”

 Sandwich feedback model

 Wise feedback approach

 Asset-based feedback protocol
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Ready for Rigor Framework

• Use strategies 
common to oral 
cultures

• Use classroom 
routines to 
support a culture 
of learning

• Provide 
feedback

• Understand 
culture

• Understand how 
the brain learns

Awareness
Learning 

Partnerships

Information 
Processing

Community 
Building

Creating a Culturally Responsive Community for Learning

“In the culturally responsive classroom, routines are a way to make space 
for the important affirming/communal activities that create social bonds 
among students.”

 Open the day with a centering activity versus a traditional morning 
meeting.

 Use music to facilitate transitions from one activity to another.

 Create after lunch transition routines to help students get their heads 
back into schoolwork.

 Consider culturally responsive talk structures that are more participatory 
and interactive.
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Creating a Culturally Responsive Community for Learning

“One of the most important tools for a culturally responsive teacher is 
instructional conversation. The ability to form, express, and exchange 
ideas are best taught through dialogue, questioning, and the sharing of 
ideas.”

 Helping Trios

 Chalk Talk

 World Café

Pause to Process

 Get together in “helping trios” and compare what is different or what is 
the same on your KWL Chart.

 Be sure to use a different colored pencil when you update your chart.
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Ready for Rigor Framework

• Use strategies 
common to oral 
cultures

• Use classroom 
routines to 
support a culture 
of learning

• Provide 
feedback

• Understand 
culture

• Understand how 
the brain learns

Awareness
Learning 

Partnerships

Information 
Processing

Community 
Building

Information Processing to Build Intellective Capacity

“Processing is the act of taking in information with the intent to understand 
it, relate it to what you already know, and store it in a way so that you can 
easily retrieve it.”

“Culturally responsive information processing techniques grow out of the 
learning traditions of oral cultures where knowledge is taught and 
processed through story, song, movement, repetitious chants, routines 
and dialogic talk. They are all forms of elaboration and rely heavily on the 
brain’s memory system.”
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The Neuroscience of Information Processing

• During the first 
stage the brain 
decides what 
information it 
should pay 
attention to.

Stage 1: 
Input

•During this stage 
the brain makes 

information 
memorable and 

meaningful.

Stage 2: 
Elaboration

During this stage 
the brain will 

apply information 
through 

deliberate 
practice and 
application.

Stage 3: 
Application

Building Intellective Capacity

 Ignite – Getting the brain’s attention

Chunk – Making information digestible

Chew – Actively processing new information

Review – Having a chance to apply new learning
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Building Intellective Capacity

Review

Chew

Chunk
Ignite

Ignite: Cue the Brain to Pay Attention

“Attention is the first step in learning. Culturally oriented 
attention-getting strategies focus on waking up students’ RAS 
because that is what happens at home or in the community.”

Call and Response

Music

Provocations

Talk
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Chunk: Feed the Brain Right-Sized Pieces of Information

“Oral cultures rely heavily on the memory system for learning, 
especially the working memory. But the brain can only hold a 
certain amount of information for processing at a time.”

Chew: Help the Brain Process the Content

“There are two parts to the chew strategy: unstructured think 
time and cognitive routines.”

The brain naturally pushes its mental pause button once 
it’s reached capacity in working memory.

 In a 40-minute class, the brain takes in information for 12-
20 minutes before it cycles down for about 5-10 minutes in 
order to process what it just took in.
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Chew: Help the Brain Process the Content

 In the beginning, teachers will need to explain the process to 
students and share the different ways to process. 

 There are four fundamental questions students can ask as the brain 
goes for deeper processing of new information.

 How is this new information connected to what I already know?

 What are the natural relationships and patterns in the new 
information?

 How does it fit together? What larger system is it part of?

 Whose point of view does it represent?

Cognitive Routines Aid Elaboration

“To do effective information processing, students have to have a way to 
turn new information into useable information. Giving students the chance 
to actively process information is at the heart of culturally responsive 
teaching because all new content that makes it to our working memory 
must be mixed with our existing background knowledge. You become 
the mediator that helps students make the connection between what they 
know and how this new information connects to it.”
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Cognitive Routines Aid Elaboration

“There are four key cognitive routines the brain gravitates to 
when we place new information on working memory’s 
tabletop.”

Similarities and Differences

Whole-to-Part

Relationships

Perspectives

Cognitive Routines Aid Elaboration

“In addition to cognitive routines, here are other techniques to help 
students “chew on” content for active processing.”

 Talk to Learn

 Rhythmic Mnemonics in Song or Spoken Word Poetry

 “Story-ify” the Content

 Recursive Graphic Organizers, Infographics and Other Nonlinguistic 
Representations

 Metaphors and Analogies

 Word Play and Humor
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Review: To Strengthen New Neural Pathways

“Application can take the form of authentic practice that lets the learner 
rehearse using his new understanding and correct any misconceptions or 
weaknesses in understanding.”

 Play a Game to Review

 Work on Long-term Projects

Pause to Process

 Move into a different “helping trio” and compare what is different or what 
is the same on your KWL Chart.

 Be sure to use a different colored pencil when you update your chart.
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Meeting the Needs of ELLs with Learning Disabilities in the 
General Curriculum

“To be academically successful in the general education classroom, ELLs 
with LD need instruction that is simultaneously responsive to the their 
disability, English language status, and culture. Because the majority of 
students with LD have reading disabilities, ESL and classroom teachers 
must be familiar with instructional strategies that will support language 
and literacy development in the content areas.”

Shernaz B. Garcia and Brenda-Jean Tyler

Let me introduce the authors

 Shernaz B. Garcia is an associate professor of special education at The 
University of Texas at Austin.

 Brenda-Jean Tyler is an assistant professor of education at Radford 
University.
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Characteristics Associated with Learning Disabilities

 In general, students with reading-related LD struggle with:

Decoding

Fluency

Vocabulary

Comprehension

Characteristics Associated with Learning Disabilities

 In addition, learning disabilities may be expressed in the 
areas of:

Working memory and retention

 Information processing

Oral language development

Self-monitoring skills

 Inefficient users of strategies

Motivation
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Learning in a Second Language

“English language learners are a heterogeneous group who 
present a wide range of oral and written language proficiencies 
in their native languages and in English. For ELLs with LD 
being taught academic content in English, teachers must 
consider the interaction between second language learning 
and LD.”

Elements of Culturally Responsive Reading Instruction for 
Students with Learning Disabilities

Culturally 
Responsive 

Curriculum (What 
to Teach?)

Culturally 
Responsive 

Environmental 
Supports 
(How to 

Support?)

Culturally 
Responsive 
Instructional 

Delivery (How 
to Teach?)
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Language Proficiency

“Prior to intervening with English Language Learners it is 
important to understand their ability to use their first and 
second languages. As development of one’s native language is 
a lifelong process, so is the development of the second 
language.”

Julie Esparza Brown and Samuel O. Ortiz

Let me introduce the authors

Brown, J., & Ortiz, S (2014). Interventions for English Language Learners 
with Learning Difficulties. Essentials of Planning, Selecting, and Tailoring 
Interventions for Unique Learners, 267-313.
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Language Proficiency

 Language Use and Proficiency

Teacher Questionnaire/Interview

Parent Interview

Narrative Analysis

Phonemic Awareness

Tailoring Essential Reading Components for English 
Language Learners

Emphasize English-language phonemes that may not be 
available in the home language.

When teaching phonemic awareness to English language 
learners, be sure to use words that are familiar to them (or 
use pre-teaching to ensure familiarity prior to the lesson.)
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Phonics

Tailoring Essential Reading Components for English 
Language Learners

Teach phonemes and corresponding letters that are the same 
in English and Spanish.

Teach phonemes that are not found in Spanish, such as short 
and long vowel sounds.

Teach syllable types that are not found in Spanish.

Vocabulary

National Literacy Panel 2006

“Instruction in the key components of reading is necessary –
but not sufficient – for teaching language – minority students to 
read and write proficiently in English. Oral proficiency in 
English is critical as well – but student performance suggests 
that it is often overlooked in instruction.”
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Vocabulary

Tailoring Essential Reading Components for English 
Language Learners

To help students expanding their vocabulary and learn 
relationships between words, teach word families.

To help students build word knowledge, teach how changing 
word endings changes the form of a word.

To help students promote transfer of knowledge across two 
languages, teach common words such as cognates.

Vocabulary

Tailoring Essential Reading Components for English Language 
Learners

Vocabulary Tiers for English Language Learners

 Tier 1: Basic Vocabulary and Conversational Words

 Tier 2: High-Frequency Words

 Tier 3: Specialized Content-Area Vocabulary
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Enhancing Instruction for English Learners in Response to 
Intervention Systems: The PLUSS Model

“PLUSS is a conceptual framework that is based on a synthesis of the 
research on what supports successful learning for ELs.”

“It is designed to be a tool for instructional planning and lesson delivery 
that bridges research to practice, so that teachers can easily apply the 
research on what works for ELs to their instructional planning.”

“PLUSS is designed as an overlay across all tiers of instruction; it does 
not replace any program.”

Intervention Framework

PLUSS Framework Applied in the Classroom

Pre-teach critical vocabulary

 Language modeling and opportunities for practicing

Use visuals and graphic organizers

Systematic and explicit instruction

Strategic use of native language and teaching for transfer
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Intervention Framework

The PLUSS Model in Mrs. Shinn’s Classroom

 Mrs. Shinn’s students’ English proficiency ranged from Level 2 (early 
production) to Level 3 (speech emergence).

 Her first focus was considering the overall instructional plan, identifying 
the lesson content and language objectives, and how to explicitly and 
systematically teach the reading strategies.

Intervention Framework

The PLUSS Model in Mrs. Shinn’s Classroom

 Next, Mrs. Shinn identified which key vocabulary to pre-teach.

 Mrs. Shinn thought about how to create opportunities for her students to 
practice the academic language and vocabulary related to the lesson.

 She decided to use visuals/graphic organizers to help facilitate 
understanding of the story concepts.

 Finally, she planned for strategic use of her students’ first language to 
make the content comprehensible.
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Intervention Framework

The PLUSS Model in Mrs. Shinn’s Classroom

 Mrs. Shinn was asked to think about how she could teach both a 
content objective and a language objective. To help Mrs. Shinn 
determine the content objective she thought about what she wanted the 
students to be able to do.

 Mrs. Shinn wanted her students to learn how to apply the Vce rule.

 Mrs. Shinn’s language objective was to increase her students’ 
knowledge of word meanings to increase comprehension for the story 
they would be reading.

Intervention Framework

The PLUSS Model
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Additional Resources

Additional Resources
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Additional Resources

A few final thoughts…

So now what? 

 Rethink how you will organize time in your classroom to accommodate 
more information processing time, opportunities for formative 
assessments that provide some cognitive insight, and instructional 
conversation to share wise feedback.

 Revisit your lesson plans and begin to analyze and deconstruct them for 
culturally responsive elements shared in today’s workshop.

 Pick one small thing from each of the four areas of the Ready for Rigor 
frame and begin working them into your daily practice.
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In closing…

“Diversity is the one true thing we all have in common. 
Celebrate every day.”

- Author Unknown

Thank you!


